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Social and Environment Activities 
The company is the manufacturer that fully aware of the responsibility toward the 

society and environments by holding the principle “use human to create work and use work 
to create human” by having various proceedings in the year 2007 till present as follows: 

1.  Having manage various fighting projects in order to develop the quality of 
life and create conscious mind with the officers such as:  
1.1 Manage project “safety working week” to aim at;  

1.1.1 Create conscious mind in safety working with the officers. 
1.1.2 Reduce the happening accident in working to diminish till zero. 
By making arrangement within the company which received cooperation from 
Chiangmai Provincial Labour Protection and Welfare Office. 
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1.2 Manage project “growing plants in public for honouring to Royalty” to aim at; 

1.2.1 Grow the plants to help in reducing air pollution in environments. 
1.2.2 Is to fight for the officers to do goodness for presenting to His Majesty the King 

in the auspicious occasion of honouring to Royalty 80th anniversary. 
By cooperating with Local Administration Network, Mae Fag Mai, Sansai, Chiangmai 
Province and government unit nearly. 
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1.3 Manage project “blood donation” to aim at; 
1.3.1 Fight for the officers and executives to cooperate in blood donation to Thai Red 

Cross Society to help other peoples. 
1.3.2 Allow the officers to enjoy good health. 
With received cooperation from Thai Red Cross Society , Chiangmai Province.  This 
Project will be arranged every three months. 
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 Manage project “arrange children day party at  Pang Por School” to aim at; 
Bring the stationery, utensils, clothing to hand over to the students of 
undevelopment or lacking opportunity. 
Arrange children day party provide to the students of undeveloped and lacking 
opportunity. 
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 Manage project “maintain energy week” to aim at;  
Create conscious mind in maintaining energy to the officers both in office and 
at home. 
Help in reducing usage of various energies.  

Managed by the Board of Maintain Energy of the Company.  
 
 

 Manage project “reduce dropping, reduce using, reduce air pollution” to aim at;  
Create self conscious mind in reducing creation various air pollution. 
Help in reducing various air pollution in environments. 

Managed by the Board of Maintain Energy of the Company.  
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2. Bring the measurement of maintain energy for usage in order to utilize the 
resources and choose the producing technology that goes well together with an environments 
which in early year of 2008, Department of Environments Quality Promotion, Ministry of 
Natural Resources and Environments has declared to certify that “the company has the 
producing that goes well together with an environment in great level” 
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